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Overview
We discuss nonparametric and semiparametric regression models.and their estimation.

We consider a wide range of spatial data con�gurations.

We consider dependence conditions for asymptotic statistical theory when the data
are spatial, or spatio-temporal.

We attempt to cover data that are regularly or irregularly-spaced, as well as ones
where only pairwise distances are available, and cross-sectional data in which even
this information is lacking but dependence is feared.

The stress is on allowing for a broad range of spatial dependence, including long-range
dependence, and heterogeneity, including conditional and unconditional heteroscedas-
ticity.
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1. Motivation

Empirical researchers in many �elds are interested in the nature of the e¤ecr of a
p � 1 vector of explanatory or regressor variables (X) on a dependent observable
variable (Y ) .

Sometimes X is regarded as deterministically generated (as in Talk 1) but in the
present talk we assume it is stochastically generated.

We have n observations on (X;Y ) : (Xi; Yi); i = 1; ::; n:



A widely-used model is linear regression:

Yi = �
0Xi + Ui;

where � is an unknown p�1 vector and the Ui are unobservable with zero mean (cf.
the initial polynomial model of Talk 1).

But often we have no reason to take seriously the linearity, in which case use of a
linear model can produce misleading conclusions.



We might instead assume a nonlinear regression function:

Yi = g(Xi;�) + Ui;

where � is an unknown �nite-dimensional vector but g is of known form, e.g. g(Xi;�) =
exp(�0Xi) (c.f. the power law model with unknown exponents of Talk 1).

But we may have no good scienti�c reason to specify a given parametric function
g; and so even the nonlineare model may be misspeci�ed and lead to misleading
conclusions.



Thus we consider a nonparametric regression:

Yi = g(Xi) + Ui:

Principally the only practically limiting assumption on

g(x) = E(Yi jXi = x)

is that it is smooth.

We will consider a particular method of estimating g; the (Nadaraya-Watson) kernel
estimate.

This entails an estimate of the probability density function of X:

So we discuss probability density estimation �rst.



2. Background to kernel nonparametric probabil-
ity density estimates

Initially, for simplicity take X scalar, p = 1:

Let F be the distribution function of X:

Let f be the density function of X:

Let F̂ be the empirical distribution function of X:



For a �small�, user-chosen bandwidth h > 0 let

f̂(x) =
F̂ (x+ h)� F̂ (x� h)

2h

because
F (x+ h)� F (x� h)

2h
! f(x) as a! 0;

and

E
n
F̂ (x)

o
= F (x)

f̂(x) estimates f(x), but it is not unbiased in general.



We can write

bf(x) = 1
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k(u) satis�es

k(u) � 0;Z
k(u)du = 1:

Thus

bf(x) � 0Z bf(x)dx = 1;

so bf(x) satis�es two properties of a density function.



We could use alternative k�s (i.e. density functions), and still achieve the latter
properties.

Such alternatives may be superior (in bias, variance, etc.).

(But the optimal k generally depends on unknown f .)

(No unbiased, nonnegative estimator of f(x) exists.)



Some popular k�s:

(a) Triangular: (1� juj) 1 (juj � 1) :

(b) Quadratic: 34(1� u
2)1 (juj � 1) :

(c) Gaussian: (2�)�
1
2e�

1
2u
2
:



In general a kernel estimate of f(x) is

bf(x) = 1

nh

nX
i=1

k

�
x�Xi
h

�
with k satisfying Z

k(u)du = 1:

(We may get estimates with less bias, MSE, if we allow for k that are sometimes
negative.)



The choice of the scalar bandwidth h is very important in practice (more so than
choice of k):

There has been much discussion of choice of h, including optimal, data-dependent
ones.

In asymptotic theory, h! 0 as n!1:



If X is a p� 1 vector let k now be a function on Rp, such thatZ
k(u)du = 1

A kernel estimate of the density f(x) is then

bf(x) = 1

nhp

nX
i=1

k

�
x�Xi
h

�



3. Background to kernel nonparametric regres-
sion estimates

In

Yi = g(Xi) + Ui

it can likewise be seen that

bv(x) = 1

nhp

nX
i=1

Yik

�
x�Xi
h

�
i

estimates

v(x) = g(x)f(x):



Thus the kernel estimate of g(x)is

bg(x) = bv(x)
f̂(x)



4. Background to basic statistical properties (of
kernel regression estimates (for independent and
short range dependent time series observations)

If

the Xi; Yi are independent and identically distributed;

and other conditions hold then:

(nhp)
1
2

nbh(x)� h(x)o!d N

 
0;

�

f(x)
V ar fY jX = xg

!
where

� =
R
k(u)2du:



The variance in the limit distribution can be consistently estimated by kernel methods.

It can also be found that the (nhp)
1
2

nbh(xj)� h(xj)o are asymptotically uncorre-
lated across �xed points xj.



We can extend the above results to dependent Xi, i.e. time series.

The fact that asymptotic normality results still go through under (a degree of) de-
pendence is unsurprising because this is true of many statistics (e.g. sample mean,
ML estimates).

But the asymptotic variances of the latter, parametric, statistics are a¤ected by
dependence, whereas those of kernel estimators of densities, regression functions etc.
aren�t, unless the dependence is very strong.

This is due to the local character of the kernel estimate.



For example let Xi be strongly mixing i.e.

�j = sup
A2M t

�1;B2M1
t+j

jP (A \B)� P (A)P (B)j ! 0; as j !1;

where Mba is the �� �eld of events generated by (Xa; Ya) ; :::; (Xb; Yb) :

Then if �j decays fast enough, and other conditions hold, we still get

(nhp)
1
2

nbh(x)� h(x)o!d N

 
0;

�

f(x)
V ar fY jX = xg

!
:



5. Semiparametric partly linear model and its
estimation

Nonparametric regression is very �exible but in order to get precise estimates n must
be very large (especially if p > 1)

(Their convergence rate is (nhp)
1
2:)



So semiparametric partly linear models have been considered:

Yi = �
0X1i + � (X2i) + Ui;

where,Xi = (X 01i; X
0
2i)
0 and � is an unknown, nonparametric, function.

Then

Yi � E(Yi jX2i) = �0(X1i � E(X1i jX2i) + Ui:� E(Ui jX2i):



Thus estimate unknown � by

�̂ = SX1X1
�1SX1Y ;

where

SX1X1 =
1

n

nP
i=1

n
X1i � bE(X1i jX2i)o nX1i � bE(X1i jX2i)o0 ;

SX1Y =
1

n

nP
i=1

n
X1i � bE(X1i jX2i)o nYi � bE(Yi jX2i)o ;

where bE(Yi jX2i); bE(X1i jX2i) are kernel regression estimates ofE(Yi jX2i); E(X1i jX2i).



6. Background to the basic statistical properties
of the estimates
If the Ui are independent with zero mean and constant variance �2; under additional
conditions

n1=2
�
�̂ � �

�
!d N(0; �

2
�1); as n!1;

where


 = E fX1i � E(X1i jX2i)g fX1i � E(X1i jX2i)g0

can be consistently estimated by SX1X1; :and �
2 can be consistently estimated by

1

n

nP
i=1

n
Yi � bE(Yi jX2i)o nYi � bE(Yi jX2i)o :

For time series data this result has been extended, under mixing conditions.:



7. Variety of spatial data

What if data are observed on (and correlated over) "space" ("time" could form one
dimension)?

We identify each of i = 1; :::; n (more or less arbitrarily) with a location in "space".

Locations could form a regular d � 1 -dimensional lattice;

Locations could be irregularly-spaced (including missing observations from lattice);

Locations could be unknown, or less relevant than a known "economic distance"
(e.g.transportation cost) between each pair of locations.

Even distances, or economic distances, may be unknown..



8. Background to conditions for spatial processes

(We don�t discuss "In�ll asymptotics", which tends to give results that are not prac-
tically useful.)

In a spatial context, there arre several CLTs for

U =
1

n

nP
i=1
Ui:



Detailed conditions for CLT for

1

nhp

nX
i=1

Yik

�
x�Xi
h

�
;

1

n

nP
i=1

n
X1i � bE(X1i jX2i)o nUi � bE(Ui jX2i)o ;

will di¤er even with respect to Ui (and depend on conditions on Xi).

But it is convenient to consider basic kinds of conditions used for U in considering
suitable conditions on Ui; Xi:



Much literature concerns a d�dimensional lattice.

t is a multiple index (t1; :::; td) with tj 2 Z = f0;�1; :::g, j = 1; :::; d,

Consider strictly and covariance stationary process ut observed for

t 2 N = ft : 1 � ti � ni, i = 1; :::; dg, n =
Qd
i=1 ni:

(Or more general region.)

To get back to U; after some ordering (e.g. lexicographic) identify multi-index t with
an integer i 2 [1; n] and put Ui = ut;

so

u =
1

n

P
t2N

ut = U:



(i). Association/FKG inequalities

For all increasing F; G and all sets S � Zd such that EF 2(us; s 2 S) < 1;
EG2(us; s 2 S) <1;

Cov fF (us; s 2 S); G(us; s 2 S)g � 0:

Assume also short range dependence (SRD) condition

0 < � =
P
t2Zd

Cov(us; us+t) <1:

Then (Newman, 1980)

n1=2u!d N(0; �):



(ii). Mixing

E.g. for �-algebras A, B; ��mixing coe¢ cient:

�(A,B) = sup(jP (A \B)� P (A)P (B)j ; A � A; B � B)

For time series, d = 1;consider

�m = sup
t
�(�(:::; ut); �(ut+m; :::))

Then (e.g. Ibragimov and Linnik, 1971)

n1=2u!d N(0; �)

if

E jutj2+� <1;
1P
m=1

�
�=(2+�)
m <1:



Advantages of mixing:

1. Many nonlinear functions of mixing variables are mixing at same rate.

2. Single mixing coe¢ cient can describe dependence in all elements of vector.

3. Has been checked for Gaussian processes, and certain linear and nonlinear processes.

4. Does not entail independence between Ui and Xi:

5. Can cover irregular spacing also.

6. Proofs relatively simple.



Various kinds of extension to d > 1:

To get conditions that are not too restrictive de�ne

�(A) = �(ui; i 2 A);
�kl(r) = sup (�(�(A); �(B)); jAj � k; jBj � l; �(A;B) � r) :

Get CLT for u if, e.g.,

1P
r=1

rd�1�kl(r) < 1; k + l � 4;

�11(r) = o(r�d);

E juij2+� < 1;
1P
r=1

rd�1�11(r)
�=(2+�) <1:

See Dobrushin (1969), Bolthausen (1982),..., Jenish and Prucha (2009).



In nonparametric/semiparametric problems other kinds of mixing condition (even
within �-mixing "class") have been used (e.g. Tran, 1990, Gao, Lu and Tjostheim,
2006).

Drawbacks to mixing conditions in spatial settings:

1. Require known (regular or irregular) locations.

2. Can be hard to check.

3. Hard to trade o¤ di¤erent degrees of dependence in Ui; Xi.

4. Can�t directly cover long range dependence (LRD) or negative dependence (ND).



(iii). Linear process on lattice

Perhaps natural when ut=Ui are involved linearly.

ut =
P
j2Zd

�t�j"j;
P
j2Zd

�2j <1;

where "j are iid with mean 0 and variance 1 (say).

Covers (possibly multilateral) spatial and spatio-temporal extensions of ARMA and
fractional ARIMA models, for example.



Then

u =
1

n

P
j2Zd

 P
t2N

�t�j

!
"j:

For d = 1; Ibragimov and Linnik (1971) obtained CLT for u if only

V ar(
P
t2N

ut) =
P
j2Zd

 P
t2N

�t�j

!2
= cn !1:

In particular

V ar(u)�1=2u = c�1=2n
P
t2N

ut !d N(0; 1):



(i) cn increases faster than n : LRD (�j not summable).

(ii) cn increases like n : SRD.

(iii) cn increases slower than n : ND (
P
j2Zd

�j = 0):

Easy to extend to d > 1 in cases (i) and (ii).



Linear processes have been used in nonparametric asymptotics by e.g. Tran (1990),
Hallin, Lu and Tran (2004).

Can even use in nonparametric autoregression (cf. Mielniczuk, Zhou and Wu, 2008,
for d = 1).:

e.g with d = 2; if

T � S =
n
(k; l) : (k; l) 2 Z2; (k; l) 6= (i; j)

o
;

then

E(uij jukl ; (k; l) 2 T )

is not necessarily linear if u is non-Gaussian.

But regular lattice setting is a major restriction.



(iv). Nonstationary linear process for sequence formed from spatial
data

Return to sequence Ui; 1 � i � n:

De�ne U = (U1; :::; Un)
0 ; " = ("1; :::; "n)

0 ; where "i are iid with mean zero and
variance �2:

In spatial geography/economics a popular model for spatial dependence is SAR model

(In � !W )U = ";

where ! 2 (�1; 1) is an unknown scalar and W is a given n � n "weight" matrix
with zero diagonal elements and row sums normalized to 1.

(i; j) th element of W is an inverse measure of "distance" between locations i and
j; but W needn�t be symmetric.



The Ui are not stationary, or even homoscedastic, but are "stable":

U = (In � !W )�1 ";

i.e

Ui =
nP
j=1

aij"j; 1 � i � n;

for weights aij depending on ! and W:



9. Newer conditions: (nonstationary linear processes
and density-based conditions)

(a) Nonstationary linear processes

We can greatly extend the previous idea in a nonparametric direction, and without
limiting the number of innovations to n :

Ui =
1P
j=1

aij"j; 1 � i � n; sup
i

1P
j=1

a2ij <1:



NB:

(i) Can cover linear process on d-dimensional lattice

(ii) Can cover irregularly-spaced observations.

(iii) Can cover data where only pairwise distances are known, not locations.

(iv) Since aij are unspeci�ed, don�t even need to know such distances.

(v ) We don�t assume aij = ai�j:



(vi) We have "LRD" if

1

n

nP
i;j=1:i6=j

Cov(Ui; Uj) =
1

n

nP
i;j=1:i6=j

1P
k=1

aikajk !1:

(vii) Instead of assuming Ui independent of Xi or of Xi; Zi; we could take

Ui = �i (Xi)Vi; or Ui = �i (Xi; Zi)Vi;

where Vi is independent of Xi or Xi; Zi and generated by linear process (allows
conditional and unconditional heteroscedasticity).



(b) Density-based conditions

Even though CLT will rely heavily on the latter model for Ui we still need some
dependence conditions on Xi or of Xi; Zi:

An alternative to mixing are conditions on densities, which arise naturally in proofs.

For example, for consistency of density estimate bf(x); assume Xi; Xj have joint
density fij and, for some " > 0;

lim
n!1 sup

kuk<";kvk<"

����� 1n2 nP
i;j=1:i6=j

n
fij(x� u; x� v)� fi(x� u)fj(x� v)

o�����!p 0:

Covers "LRD" in Gaussian case.



10. Asymptotic normality for kernel nonparamet-
ric regression estimates with spatial data

We impose again

Ui =
1P
j=1

aij"j; 1 � i � n; sup
i

1P
j=1

a2ij <1:

We introduce the sequences:

sn =
1

nhp
; tn =

������ 1n2
nX

i;j=1;i6=j
ij

������
:

where ij = Cov
n
Ui; Uj

o
:



We assume tn ! 0 as n!1:

Not true in simple factor models, and in�ll asymptotics.

But convergence to zero can be arbitrarily slow:

tn = O
�
1
n

�
: SRD

Otherwise : LRD



We establish a CLT for w�1=2n fbg(x)� g(x)g ; where
wn = sn if tn = O(sn);

wn = tn if sn = o(tn):

sn is the standard rate; whereas tn = 0 when the Ui are uncorrelated.

tn decays faster than sn when Ui is WD, but can decay slower when Ui is SD.



More generally we establish asymptotic joint normality of the vector bG�G; where
G = fg(x1); :::; g(xr)g0 ;bG = fbg(x1); :::; bg(xr)g0

for �xed points x1; :::; xr:

Plus density-based assumptions on Xi; etc.



(i) if also tn = o(sn);

s
�1=2
n

� bG�G�! d N (0 ;A); as n !1; (A diagonal)

(ii) if also tn � �sn;

s
�1=2
n

� bG�G�! d N (0 ;A+ �B); as n !1;

(iii) if also sn = o(tn);

t
�1=2
n

� bG�G�! d N (0 ;B); as n !1 (B diagonal, possibly with rank 1).



11. Asymptotic normality of parameter estimates
in semiparametric party linear model with spatial
data

Recall the model:

Yi = �
0X1i + � (X2i) + Ui;



and the estimate

�̂ = SX1X1
�1SX1Y ;

where

SX1X1 =
1

n

nP
i=1

n
X1i � bE(X1i jX2i)o nX1i � bE(X1i jX2i)o0 ;

SX1Y =
1

n

nP
i=1

n
X1i � bE(X1i jX2i)o nYi � bE(Yi jX2i)o ;

where bE(Yi jX2i); bE(X1i jX2i) are kernel regression estimates ofE(Yi jX2i); E(X1i jX2i).



Under extended versions of the spatial conditions for nonparametric regression we get

n1=2
�
�̂ � �

�
!d N(0;	); as n!1;

where if the errors Ui are spatially sependent 	 can di¤er from the covariance matrix
we described under dependence.

We have proposed and justi�ed consistent estimates of 	



12. Empirical example

Banerjee and Iyer (2005) (BI) employed linear regression

Yi = �
0Xi + Ui

to study the in�uence of di¤erent systems for collecting land revenue in India, insti-
tuted during British colonial rule, on present-day economic performance.

In a threefold classi�cation of these systems, in a given area revenue was collected
either through the local landlord, or through the village, or from the individual culti-
vator.



BI had a panel : annually, over the period 1956 through 1987 and across 271 districts
in 13 major states.

The dependent variable yi was variously the proportion of irrigated land; fertilizer
use; log(yield 15 crops); and log(rice yield).

BI calculated the proportion of "non-landlord" areas within a district.

This non-landlord proportion, NL, was the regressor of chief interest .

But BI also employed many other regressors in their linear regression model.

This motivates Thawornkaiwong and R�s (2009) consideration instead of a semipara-
metric model.



Districts are of irregular size and shape, and are thus geographically irregularly-spaced,
and the lack of data for some states produces huge spatial gaps.

BI ignored the possibility of spatial correlation in errors.

Using tests, we found strong evidence of spatial correlation in errors.

This invalidates some of BI´s conclusions.



We also carried out some simple kernel nonparametric regression estmations, of each
of the same four Y on NL:.

Yi = g(NLi) + Ui:

The Figures suggest in each case a mode, and possibly a mild secondary one, and
thus evidence of nonlinearity, contrary to the modelling of BI.



We then considered the semiparametric partly linear model

Yi = �
0X1i + � (X2i) + Ui;

where X1i includes NL (and also NL2; suggested by our nonparametric regression
�ts) and, for example, X2i included precipitation, temperature and altitude.

We estimated �; and also obtained estimates of variances of these estimates that
allow for spatial correlation in the Ui.

On this basis we found evidence that both NL and NL2 are important.




